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ocating and sourcing the right talent for your business is 

no easy task. Your team employs a variety of tools and vendors to 

pull in new applications from candidates; such as job boards, resume 

databases, talent networks and other recruitment software. When it 

comes to building a strategic workforce growth plan, these same tools 

are often used in your efforts to attract talent. 

However, in today’s market, the candidates that you desire may be 

spread far and wide. Without data on the labor market to support 

your tactics, your campaigns may be lengthy and, ultimately, deliver 

disappointing results.

HR and talent acquisition teams are asked to evaluate diversity 

demographics, compensation and workforce potential within their 

current and proposed new markets. You need a solution that can 

deliver a complete understanding of the labor market around you to 

effectively face these challenges.

We developed Emsi Analytics for Talent Acquisition — arming you 

with the most comprehensive labor market data from more than 90 

trustworthy data sources combined in one platform. Our goal is to 

help recruiting experts prioritize their recruiting efforts, understand 

your competition, track occupation and market growth, and 

benchmark diversity goals.

L
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Workforce Data Headache #1

You don’t know if the available workforce is shrinking or growing.

Problem

As a talent acquisition professional, you are very successful at reacting 

to the current state of the market. However, planning for future growth 

or decline for the various positions at your company is nearly impossible 

without data to back up your decisions.

Solution 

Emsi Analytics for Talent Acquisition provides historical, current and 

future labor market statistics by occupation and industry anywhere 

in the U.S. With this information, you can create fact-based strategies 

concerning your workforce planning, headcount projections and 

recruitment budgeting. Our tool contains workforce data dating back to 

2001 and 10-year projections — helping you identify areas of growth. 

Knowing whether an occupation is in growth or decline and where to 

find those candidates allows you to plan strategically for your company 

in new or existing markets.
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Problem

Your salary or wage offerings play an important part in your ability to 

attract and hire top talent. Without trustworthy data, you play a difficult 

guessing game in advising stakeholders on their compensation decisions.

Solution 

Emsi Analytics for Talent Acquisition delivers the average compensation 

for any occupation on nationwide, region, state or local level. Our tool will 

display the wage range of the workforce, so you can benchmark where 

you stand against the competition: Is your salary offering above or below 

average, and how will that affect your ability to attract talent? Use Emsi 

Analytics for Talent Acquisition to have more realistic conversations 

about compensation when planning for salaries in your markets. 

Workforce Data Headache #2

You don’t have reliable data to plan for compensation in new and  

existing markets
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Workforce Data Headache #3

You don’t have the necessary workforce data to create or benchmark a  

diversity strategy.

Problem

Diversity initiatives are becoming increasingly more important to your 

executives, and you have been tasked with building a strategy for your 

organization. You don’t have the ability to set realistic diversity hiring 

goals, or to see how your company compares relative to the available 

diverse candidates for that occupation.

Solution 

Emsi Analytics for Talent Acquisition serves to benchmark the health 

of your current workforce compared to what is actually reflected in the 

market. It contains all of the demographic data you need to establish 

a diversity hiring plan. Age, gender, race and ethnicity statistics are 

available for every occupation and industry — anywhere in the U.S. 

Knowing the diverse talent potential, you can set more realistic hiring 

goals and focus your recruiting efforts on diverse markets. Now, you 

can create a diversity program and measure its success so you can meet 

your hiring goals and exceed expectations with executives.
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Workforce Data Headache #4

Your company is looking to expand to new locations, but you don’t know what 

areas have enough talent to staff a new office.

Problem

If you are looking to expand to new geographic locations, your executives 

need to know if their targeted regions have the appropriate workforce to 

staff key occupations. To get a seat at the table during this major business 

decision, your research needs to be thorough. 

Solution 

Emsi Analytics for Talent Acquisition delivers data that is relevant to 

your relocation or expansion initiatives. Quickly identify the best options 

available using nation-wide heat maps, or detailed tables and charts to 

visualize top locations with the best opportunity for expansion. Emsi 

Analytics for Talent Acquisition can help organize important statistics to 

consider for your new location — such as total number of available workers, 

projected workforce growth rate, average compensation, and diversity 

or demographic data to find locations that best fit your criteria. With this 

amount of information to support key business decisions, your talent 

acquisition team can deliver valuable insights to executives, especially when 

it comes to considering your next expansion or acquisition. 
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Workforce Data Headache #5

You don’t have information on competitors in your new markets. 

Problem

Your company is planning to expand into new markets. While you 

may know some of the big name competitors, you are having trouble 

identifying the entire competitive landscape and budgeting for 

recruiting expenses. You need to know who you are up against,  

and how hard you are going to have to work to source candidates. 

Solution 

Emsi’s Job Posting Analytics report compares the overall total and 

unique volume of job postings for a particular position to the number of 

hires made. This comparison helps you visualize how many job postings 

will be required to make a hire; and whether you will need to increase 

resources to source candidates. The report also identifies exactly how 

much effort other companies are putting into attracting candidates for a 

single position — some of which you may not have otherwise considered 

as direct competition.



Build a comprehensive talent acquisition strategy 

across all your current and future markets with  

data in Emsi Analytics for Talent Acquisition.

Emsi Analytics for 

Talent Acquisition is 

part of the Talentstream 

Technologies suite of 

solutions that bring 

together all the tools you 

need to manage the entire 

recruitment process.

CBforEmployers

linkedin.com/company/careerbuilder-for-employers

TheHiringSite.com

Visit                      to 

request a demonstration of Emsi Analytics for 

Talent Acquisition.

HIRING.CAREERBUILDER.COM

https://www.facebook.com/CBforEmployers
twitter.com/CBforEmployers
https://www.linkedin.com/company/careerbuilder-for-employers
https://www.youtube.com/user/cbforemployers
http://thehiringsite.careerbuilder.com
http://hiring.careerbuilder.com/talentstream/recruitment-analytics/emsi-analyst?utm_source=emsi-analyst&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=guide
http://b2b.careerbuilder.com/l/27812/2016-05-19/cz89h

